Contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography of the iliac arteries: optimization by injection simulation.
Protocols for contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance angiography (CE-MRA) of the iliac arteries were optimized by computer simulations based on an impulse response function (IRF) of contrast agent (CA) concentration as a function of time obtained for 20 patients. Protocols with sequential, centric, and elliptical k-space coverage, different repetition rates (5 and 10 ms), and CA doses (0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 mmol/kg b.w.) were compared in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), distortion of vessel profiles, and sensitivity to timing errors. IRF-based simulations successfully characterized CA recirculation. Slow-rate CA infusions were found to achieve relatively high enhancement. In terms of SNR, there is no advantage in increasing the repetition rate. Distortion of vessel profiles is more likely in elliptic and centric k-space coverage. Protocols based on sequential k-space coverage and relatively long CA infusions proved to be particularly suited to large-FOV iliac examinations as they are relatively insensitive to timing errors.